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NEOS Waders as chosen by most commercial users.
Why? Read on…..
Features:
 3mm or 4mm high density Neoprene glued and stitched on the outside providing totally waterproof
seams.
 Long life high stretch “anti-roll” elastic braces
 Man size strong buckles.
 A new hand warmer / pocket with easy multi access.
 Reinforced openings allow cold hands to rest in the pocket.
 Stocking feet with Collapse resistant very tuff soles.
 Extra strong Nylon outside surface available in 5 colours. Australian made.
 Neos are locally made allowing quick delivery made to measure Wader and fast back up service for
repairs.
 Three year warranty.

Benefits of “ NEOS” waders:














Neos Waders are comfortable easy to wear style, designed to allow maximum movement whilst
fishing hard or relaxing.
The outer surface is so strong you will be amazed, it is so strong it is almost impossible to wear
these Waders out.
Neos Waders allow the convenience of the use of many different types of boots. Neos can be worn
with the now very popular inexpensive wetsuit style boots with heavy felt soles or the “Rock
Hopper” multi terrain boots incorporating steel pins for added grip on rock. These “soft top” style
boots will not wear out the Waders and are much warmer. Neos can be worn with “Wader over
boots” and Gum Boots ( But not recommended),
Longer wearing! A very long life garment even if used every day, with an outer nylon specially
designed and developed in Australia to handle the rigors of Professional fishing.
(Not just wetsuit rubber as all the other neoprene waders are).
Warmth that only high density Neoprene can give, it is a true “insulator”. It keeps heat in but does
not produce heat. It will not make you hot!
High stretch elastic shoulder straps allow freedom to move bend over and hold your arms up
unrestricted.
Important “in water” safety. If the wearer does end up in the water, these waders have amazing
buoyancy and may be a lifesaver in harsh conditions.
Waders will help prevent hypothermia from very long periods in cold water. ( If you fall in)
Remarkably these waders will give good insulation from the cold even if they are worn fully wet.
This allows you to continue fishing in poor conditions with more comfort.
Warm your hands in a comfortable baseball style stance.
Neos Waders also are unique in that they convert to waist Waders easily. Just roll them down and
link the two shoulder straps around your waist the buckles will snap together to form a “belt”
Fantastic value, as although the waders are a significant investment, in the long term they are a far
better investment, due to not having to replace them. (Life of over 10 years)
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CARE AND MAINTAINENCE OF FISHING WADERS
STORAGE AND CARE.

 Store away from strong light or sunlight as
UV does break
down the materials sooner.
 Dry in the shade.
 A luxury of having stocking foot Waders is you can pull them inside out
after a washing to dry the inside. But don’t store them that way. Waders
should be stored hanging up and the right way in.
 Never leave your Waders folded for more than 12 hours.
 Wash in fresh water regularly with wetsuit wash.
 Every now and then, as the stink requires, soak in a mild commercial
wetsuit wash and warm water.
 Never put them in a washing machine or dryer.
MAINTAINENCE AND REPAIRS.

 Always fix holes that have torn into the actual rubber. Otherwise let them
alone. The material does not benefit from little dobs of glue here and there.
It shouldn’t run or fray.
 Never use aqua seal “repair and sealant” despite the packaging
saying you can.(Aquaseal do make the right glue, it’s called Seal
cement)
 If your suit has taped seams you cannot stop the seams leaking no mater
how much adhesive you put around the apparent leak, the tape must come
off and the seam repaired.
 Neoprene type “over boots” will help prevent your booties wearing out
 If your suit does spring a leak don’t cancel your day they will
be almost as warm but a bit “wet” a like a warm bath with a
tiny cold spring. This only applies to Neoprene waders made
out of similar sponge to wetsuits.
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